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ABSTP.ACT

The prediction of propeller excited
ship hull vibration and the development
of designs to minimize propeller excited
hull vibration are complex problems that
at the present time are far from fully
developed. All analytical procedures
require (1) the prediction of the exci-
tation at the propeller and on the hull
as a consequence of the pressure field
surrounding the propeller, and (2) the
prediction of the response of the ship
to these excitations. In the past sev-
eral years, many computer programs have
been written to predict the excitation
and response of a ship to propeller-
induced vibrations. This usually in-
volves applying the propeller forces and
pressures computed in a separate hydro-
dynamic program to a beam or finite ele-
ment model of the ship’s structure. In
general the model, if reliable, is quite
large and so the program should be capa-
ble of handling a large system. This
paper presents information on the com-
puter programs commonly used in ship vi-
bration analyses and observations based
upon surveys and experience.

INTRODUCTION

The level of propeller-excited ship
hull vibration has defied analytical
prediction until recently. Methods for
estimating the natural frequencies of
the fundamental vertical bending fre-
quent y with reasonable accuracy based on
experience with previous similar ships
of different dimensions have been avail-
able since the Schlick formula was first
presented in 1894 (1). The prediction
of the bending frequency using available
analytical methods applied to a nonuni-
form beam was unreliable until the ef-
fects of water inertia were explained by
Frank M. Lewis (to whose memory this
SYInPOSiu is dedicated) in 1929 (2) and
J. Lockwo’od Taylor in 1930 (3). The
methods for determining the natural fre-
quencies were difficult, requiring iter-
ative processes and clearing higher
modes from the components of lower modes
using the Stodola and Rayleigh-Ritz
techniques.
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The first analyses were based upon
a beam modeled by point masses and bend-
ing flexibility only. Timoshenko (4)
developed the differential equation for
the beam that included bending and shear
deflections and point and rotary iner-
tias. In 1945 Prohl (5) proposed a pro-
cedure similar to the HOIZer Method for
predicting bending natural frequencies,
and Myklestad (6) applied the process to
coupled bending and torsion.

During the period from 1945 to 1960
the Prohl-Myklestad methods were applied
to the bending of a number of ships, in-
cluding shear deflection, by McGoldrick
and the DTM8 staff, and the predicted
results were compared with experiments,
using shakers and in normal operation.
It was found that whereas the fundamen-
tal bending mode could be predicted with
reasonable accuracy if shear effects
were neglected, the frequencies of high-
er modes became increasingly influenced
by the shear deflections. It was also
found that although some ships such as
lake ore carriers showed a uniform se-
quence of frequencies to as high as the
ninth mode, most ships showed an erratic
sequence of frequencies and correspond-
ing irregular mode shapes above the
third or fourth mode. These deviations
from uniformity were found to be due to
local and cross-sectional resonances.
Studies of ship bending vibration (7)
showed that the dynamic characteristics
of the propeller-shaft system strongly
influenced the response of the ship to
propeller excitation. At about 1960,
procedures were being developed for pre-
dicting, by calculation from wake data
and the geometry of propellers and hull,
the propeller generated excitation at
the shafting and on the hull. All of
these influences are reflected in the
calculation procedures discussed in the
remainder of this paper.

CALCULATION PROCESSES

For perspective in discussing the
calculation procedures and methods used
in hull vibration prediction, reference
is made to Figure 1, which is the how
chart for propeller excited hull vibra-
tion related to analytical prediction
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procedures proposed in a current study
for the Ship stxucturec.mmittee(8).

Attention in this presentation will
be concentrated on the process covered
by blocks 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21. It will be
noted that the procedure shows both ana-
lytical and experimental techniques for
determining the excitation. In general
the calculation procedures are less ex-
pensive and less time consuming than the
experimental nmdel test procedu~es and
give a broader picture of the excita-
tion. Therefore, it is probably desir-
able to carry them through e“en if de-
tailed model tests are run. The pro-
cesses “ill be discussed, the a“ailable
methods for covering the material will
be presented, and a brief discussion
will be given of the strong points and
weaknesses of each.

For convenience of the reader, spe-
cific information about each program is
presented in the appendices, and the ap-
pendix number corresponds to the appro-
priate box in Figure 1. Since all boxes
or procedures are not discussed in this
paper, the appendices are “ot necessar-
ily numbered consecutively.

EXCITATION CALCULATIONS

Estimate Propulsion System Longitudinal
Vibration Frequencies - [Box 4]

In general, to keep propeller a“d
hull excitation forces law, it is desir-
able to “se many blades on the propel-
ler. The number of blades chosen is set
primarily by the natural frequency of
the shafting and propeller in longitudi-
nal vibration. To ascertain the prob-
able frequency that will be found after
the design of the propulsion system and
its supports are de”eloped, it is useful
to have a plot of natural frequency ver-
sus foundation stiffness. Using values
of the probable range of foundation and
thrust bearing stiffness, the probable
range of shaft longitudinal frequency is
determined. Tbe number of blades in the
propeller is chosen so that, preferably,
the excitation frequency is less than 80
percent of a possible propulsion natural
frequency. A less desirable, but some-
times necessary, solution is to make the
excitation frequency about 30 percent
above the longitudinal natural frequency.

For making these predictions, the
power and RPM of the plant must be de-
fined. From this the approximate pro-
peller diameter and propeller “eight and
the water inertia associated with longi-
tudinal vibration can be established.
Also the approximate diameter of the
tailshaft and lineshaft can be estab-
1ished. The simplest procedure is to
predict on the basis of a one-degree-of-
freedo!n system consisting of the propel-
ler and water inertia plus a portion of

the shaft “eight vibrating against the
stiffness of the thrust bearing and its
foundation. Since the shafting weighs
considerably more than the propeller and
adds flexibility, this procedure is not
very good.

An improved procedure is to model
the propeller and shaft as a series of
concentrated masses and elastic elements
and use a Rolzer process for frequency
prediction. With this degree of compli-
cation it becomes desirable to use a
computer.

If a computer is used, many of the
complications of defining the mass-elas-
tic system can be avoided by using a fi-
nite element program such as ANSYS,
STAROYNE, etc. However, a more accurate
result can be obtained with less input
(and, therefore, less chance for error)
if the shaft is represented by a contin-
uous mass and elasticity distribution.
A computer program for predicting the
natural frequencies of propeller and
sbafting systems defined by concentrated
and distributed masses and stiffnesses
is presented and di.sc”ssed in Appendix
4-1.

Compute Propeller Forces - [Box 6]

Prior to about 1960, the only de-
termination of propeller forces was by
measurements on models, primarily by
Frank M. Lewis (9,10). In the late
19501s estimates began to be made cm a
quasi-steady-state basis using the pro-
cedures de”eloped by Burrill (11) for
evaluating the loading and efficiency of
propellers whose circumferentially aver-
aged wake “aried along the propeller
radii. A computer program for calculat-
ing the harmonic forces and moments gen-
erated by the propeller working in vary-
ing wakes based upon this q“asi-steady -
state procedure was applied by Hinter-
thon (12). A similar computer program,
also based on Burrill’s procedure but
including as well the Theodorsen effects
(i.e., the inertia of the fluid in re-
sponding to circulation changes res”lt-
ing from changes in angle of attack) ,
was developed by CONESCO (13). The
first tends to give high values of har-
monic forces and moments and errors in
their phase because the inertia effects
axe neglected, The latter program tends .
to give low values of harmonic forces
and moments because the steady-state
solution allows flow over the tip, be-
tween blade sections, and interaction
between blades that are not developed
in the unsteady flow. Both of these
programs have been superseded by im-
proved analyses of the problem.

In 1958 Ritzer and Breslin develop-
ed a theory for the unsteady thrust and
torque of a propeller in a ship wake
based upon unsteady airfoil theory.
This work has been continued by Tsakona.s
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and Jacobs (14) and is now a fully devel-
oped program for predicting the harmonic
forces and moments exerted by a propel-
ler on its supporting shaft, when work-
ing in the wake behind a ship. This
work is based upn lifting surface the-
ory . Although the computations are long,
they are handled easily by computer. A
description of this program is given in
Appendix 6-1. This program is widely
used both in the united states and a-
broad .

The Department of Naval Architec-
ture and Marine Engineering at MIT has
also been active in the prediction of
the harmonic forces and moments transm-
itted by a marine propeller to its sup-
porting shaft. Using unsteady flow the-
ory with the propeller blade represented
as a lifting line, Neal A. Brown de”el-
oped relations for determining the per-
iodic propeller forces (15). Several
computer programs based cm this theory
have been developed. They are presented
in Appendices 6-2 and 6-3.

More recently, Professor Justin E.
Kerwin is approaching the unsteady force
problem with another procedure (16). A
discussion of the ccnnp”ter program using
his approach is presented in Appendix
6-4.

Similar procedures to those devel-
oped in the United States have been de-
veloped in Europe. M. T. Murray and
J. E. Tubby at the Admiralty Research
Laboratory developed a computer program
for determining the unsteady shaft
forces from propellers [17). Informa-
~~ on this is presented in Appendix

Compute Hull Pressures and Excitations -
[Boxes 7, 8, 9, and 10]

The procedures for determining the
excitation on the hull are varied. It
has only recently been definitively
shown by experiments (18) that variable
cavitation on a propeller influences the
hull pressures and the hull forces very
strongly. The ideal way to determine
the propeller generated hull forces
would be by integrating the pressures
generated by the cavitating propeller,
if this were not too difficult, because
a knowledge of the pressure distribution
is useful for the ship design. At the
present time this is not possible, It
requires both a prediction of the cavi-
tation growth and decay on the hull pres-
sures. It appears that the intensity of
the pressure is related to the second
time derivative of the cavitation bubble
volume. The problem is being studied,
and some of the papers at this symposium
indicate the state of the progress in
this field.

At the present time the procedure
is round about and consists of predict-

ing the hull forces generated by the
propeller in the absence of cavitation
and modifying the results by an empiri-
cal factor to account for cavitation
effects. The factor is determined by
(1) experience with full. scale measure-
ments, (2) model tests in a cavitation
towing tank, and (3) model tests in a
cavitation tunnel of sufficient size to
include modeling of a portion of the
ship.

In a sense, the use of a factor ap-
plied to the pressures determined in the
noncavitating condition is theoretically
unsound because the pressures are gener-
ated by another mechanism other than
that responsible for the pressures gen-
erated in the noncavitating case. The
hull pressures are generated as the sum
of three different processes. The first
is the pressure d“e to propeller loads,
i .e., the difference in pressure on the
face and back of the blades. The second
source of pressure generation is the
passage of the propeller blade bulk
through the water. Generally the pres-
sures from these two sources are approx-
imately equal in amplitude, but can be
quite different in phase. The third
source, cavitation, is the growth and
decay of cavitation bubbles as the blade
moves into high wake regions. Since the
growth and decay of a volume radiate
pressure much more effectively than n@v-
ing a volume from one place to another
or introducing a flow from a source to a
sink, the pressures from small cavita-
tion volume changes can be large.

The determination of propeller qen-
erated hull forces can be made by two
processes: (1) estimation of the hull
pressure and (2) an integration process
involving Greenq e.function which yields
the total excitation force. Either pro-
cess involves many engineering approxi-
mations for a reasonable solution. Gen-
erally the hull pressure process involves
determining the pressure that would be
generated by the loading and thickness
of the propeller in a free field and
multiplying this pressure by a factor,
usually 2, to represent the pressure of
the hull. This process is entirely in-
adequate for estimating differential
pressures across narrow surfaces such as
skegs or rudders. The Green’s function
process requires an estimate of the add-
ed mass of the hull surface for motions
corresponding to each of the components
of force and moment that are required
(19) Theoretical processes for pre-
dict~ng pressure differences across
wedge and cone shaped surfaces (2o,21)
are available, but not yet programmed. ,.
A theoretical approach, the Smith-Hess
procedure, for predicting the hull pres-
sure is available, but the calculation
is so long that it has not at the pres-
ent time been programmed.
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Procedures for predicting hull Pres-
sures and forces are presented in Appen-
dices 7-1 and 7-2. The procedure for
predicting the hull force is presented
in Appendix 7-3.

The evaluation of propeller cavita-
tion [Box 11] is discussed in Reference
(22). It does not appear from this pa-
per that a general computer program for
the calculations is available.

It will be apparent that the pre-
diction of the excitation from a propel-
ler is far from an exact process at the
present time (23). However, by a combi-
nation of calculations and experience,
amplitude and phase of the propeller
harmonic longitudinal forces and har-
monic torque about the rotational axis
can probably be estimated to a 90 per-
cent probability that the predicted val-
ue will lie between 85 percent and 120
percent of the correct value. The accu-
racy for forces and moments referred to
axes normal to the rotational axes is
not as good--maybe a 90 percent proba-
bility that the predicted value will lie
between 75 percent and 140 percent of
the correct value. Tbe main source for
error lies in the wake values used as
input to the computer programs.

The values of propeller excited
hull pressures and propeller excited
hull forces and moments cannot be esti-
mated as well. In the absence of cavita-
tion, the pressures on the hull surfaces
adjacent to the propeller tip can be es-
timated with, say, 90 percent probabil-
ity that the predicted value will lie
between 65 percent and 150 percent of
the correct value. Horizontal hull
forces and moments about a vertical axis
in the noncavitating condition are cJen-
erally not predicted at present. If the
prediction were of sufficient importance
to justify development of computer pro-
grams, the accuracy would probably be
about the same as the prediction for
vertical forces and moments about the
horizontal axis.

When cavitation is present, assum-
ing that the amount of cavitation is not
excessive from the viewpoint of propel-
ler durability and efficiency, the accu-
racy of hull force predictions would
probably be such that 80 percent would
lie between 50 percent and 200 percent
of the correct value.

RSSPONSE CALCULATIONS

The prediction of excitation, it
will be noted, is unique to ship vibra-
tion problems. For this reason the pro-
cedures for predicting excitation are
not fully developed, but the procedures
that are developed are generally used.

In the prediction of response, tbe
procedures that can be used have wide

application fOr structures other than
ships and have general 1y been developed
for such structures as aircraft and
buildings. As a consequence, there are
many computer programs that are suitable
for predicting ship response, but they
are not widely used. There have been
some programs developed for particular
aspects of ship vibration problems.

The procedure recommended in Refer-
ence (8) is to assure that if tbe compo-
nent substructures of the ship have
suitable response characteristics, then
the ship composed of these substructures
will have suitable characteristics. COn-
sider now the computer programs available
for analyzing the structures discussed
in the several boxes.

Determine the Forced Response of the
~-
IBOX 14]

BY Previous calculations the longi-
tudinal excitinq force at the propeller
will have been determined. The purpose
of this study is to find whether the vi-
bration level generated by this excita-
tion will be acceptable. The propeller
and the length and diameter of the shaft-
ing will be known, and the thrust bear-
ing will probably have been selected.
The unknown quantity wi~l he the stiff-
ness of the thrust bearing foundation.
The amplitude of motion at the thrust
bearing as a function of frequency for
different values of foundation stiffness
is required.

The stiffness of the thrust bearing
foundation must be determined to assure
that a shaft longitudinal vibration res-
onance does not fall in the operating
range. For preliminary analyses, the
foundation static stiffness can be de-
termined by the use of several methods.
The simplest process is to represent the
foundation and bottom as a combination
of frustums of wedges and beams. This
procedure is described in Reference (24).
A process requiring less engineering
judgement is to use finite element meth-
ods, assuming that tbe machinery double
bottom is supported at its edges. It is
also possible to represent the machinery
space double bottom as an anisotropic
plate.

Generally, it will be found that
the natural frequency of the bottom
structure will not be far removed from
the propeller blade frequency. If this
happens, the propeller through longitu-
dinal vibration of tbe shafting will ex-
cite engine room vibration even though
the natural frequency of the shaft in
longitudinal vibration determined from
statical stiffness considerations ap-
pears to be suitable. This aspect is
considered in the following section.
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Several types of computer programs
are suitable for this analysis. The sys-
tem can be broken down to a sequence of
masses connected by springs. This can
be analyzed by a Holzer Table program,
the kind developed for torsional vibra-
tion, or by a standard finite element
program such as ANsYS, MARC, STARDYNE,
NASTRAN, SESAN, etc. However, the shaft-
ing, “hose distributed weight is several
times that of the propeller with its as-
sociated water inertia, consists of long
lengths of constant diameter. This
characteristic is encouraging to a pro-
gram that represents the shaft as dis-
tributed mass and elasticity, and a few
computer programs have been developed
which utilize this property. In such a
case the system can be defined with a
minimum of input variables, thus saving
time and improving accuracy and reducing
the probability of erroneous inputs.

The following appendices taken from
Reference (25) indicate that the Mari-
time Administration has a program (Ap-
pendix 14-1) based upon the Holzer Meth-
od for determining longitudinal vibra-
tions; that J. J. McMullen has a program
(Appendix 14-2) for determining longitu-
dinal vibration “here the sha.ft is model -
ed as lumped masses; and that Newport
News has a program (Appendix 14-3) that
can represent the shaft as a distributed
mass system. A Littleton Research pro-
gram utilizing lumped and distributed
masses and elasticities is described in
Appendix 14-4. Reference (26) contains
results of a survey for ship structure
computer programs made in 1974.

Determine Forced Response of Machinery
Space - [Box 1

The shafting system is connected in
longitudinal vibration to the machinery
space double bottom through the thrust
bearing. Thus, vibrations of the shaft
will be coupled with those in the ma-
chinery space, and vibrations in the ma-
chinery space bottom structure can be
strongly coupled with longitudinal vi-
bration of the shafting. Although it
might be desirable to model the double
bottom as an anisotropic plate with var-
iable inertias for the same reasons that
the distributed mass-elasticity proced-
ure is used for the shafting, this type
of model has not been developed, and it
is necessary to use finite element mode-
ling. It is desirable that the comp”-
ter system that is used be compatible
with that used for the complete ship.
Tf the final ship is to be modeled by
finite element procedures, the same sys-
tem should be used for the machinery
space, which can then be incorporated in
the full model as a substructure. If
the complete ship is to be modeled as a
Timoshenko beam with sprung masses, any
convenient finite element model can be
used for the machinery space.

Determine Forced Response of the shaft-
inq in the Lateral Direction Assunung a
Rigid Hull; i.e. , Rigid Fin Support at
Bearings - [Box 16]

The shaft responds laterally to the
harmonic force and moment excitations
about axes normal to the rotational axis.
If the lateral natural frequencies of
the propeller and shaft system coincide
with the blade frequency excitation, the
input to the hull through the bearings
can be strongly amplified. Calculations
of ship response generally show peaks
associated with lateral frequencies of
the shafting. It is, therefore, desir-
able to design the shafting system so
that these resonances will not occur at
the normal operating speeds. As with
the longitudinal vibrations, these stud-
ies are successively made on models of
increasing complexity. The first stud-
ies are applied to the shaft simply sup-
ported at the bearings (either at the
forward and after edges or one-third of
the distance from the rear of the stern
bearing ). Since it is known that the
bearings are relatively flexible, this
model will generally give a frequency
that is high so that if the lo”est lat-
eral frequency is less than, say, 30
percent above the full power blade fre-
quency, it will probably be wise to con-
sider relocating the bearings or modify-
ing the shafting to raise the frequency.
A finite element computer program is
suitable for this analysis. It is also
wssible to use beam programs which in-
clude the effects of hull flexibility.
The supporting structures can be modeled
by making the supports very stiff or
rigid. These programs are discussed in
the next section.

Determine the Lateral Responses of the
Shafting Including the Effects of null
Flexibility - [Box 17]

If gyroscopic effects are neglected
(they are im~rt.ant for whirling, but
relatively unimportant at blade frequen-
cies) and the supports are of equal
stiffness in all directions, the natural
frequency and response of the shaft will
be the same in all directions. If the
structure is symmetrical about a verti-
cal axis and gyroscopic effects are neg-
lected, the shaft will have two natural
frequencies and corresponding mode
shapes, one vertical and one horizontal. “
If the structure is not symmetrical, the
fundamental normal modes will be skewed
to the vertical, but at right angles to
each other. The moment restraint at the
bearings can have a significant influ-
ence on the shaft frequency. .

The amount of structure to include
in the stiffness calculation is a mat-
ter for the analyst’s judgement. The
object is to evaluate the stiffness to
a region of a large hull mass. Fox a
single screw ship, this may involve the
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structure fmm the after peak bulkhead
and up to the steering gear flat. For
shafts supported by struts, it will in-
clude the struts and their backup struc-
ture. If the complete hull is analyzed
usinu a finite element analvsis [Boxes
20 a;d 211, the validity of-the modeling
can be tested.

Since the structure supporting the
shaft bearings is complicated, the use
of finite element methods is the most
feasible way of determining tbe support
stiffness. The stiffness between the
shaft and bearing of a stave bearing can
be quite low if the staves are rubber.
Tbe stiffness of an oil film bearing is
such that a bearing force introduces a
motion having a component perpendicular
to the load.

If, as a result of tbe calculations
of shaft response, it is found that
there are no shaft resonances near the
operating speeds of the ship, the shaft-
ing can be considered satisfactory for
this level of refinement. Later analy-
ses of the whole ship will confirm its
suitability. If, on the other hand,
lateral resonances appear close to the
operating speed, then by changing one or
more of the following, a new propulsion
system can be developed which has reso-
nances properly located:

1. The overhang of the propeller be-
yond the stern bearing.

2. Tbe span between the last two bear-
ings supporting the propeller shaft.

3. The diameter of the propeller shaft.

4. The support of the propeller shaft
bearing:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The skeg and stern tube struc-
ture for a single screw ship
having a skeg supported bear-
ing.

The angles, size, attachment
to the bearing barrel of the
arms carrying a strut bearing
for open screw ships.

The structure supporting strut
arms .

Other changes as indicated by
the calculations.

Such changes are frequently required,
and good judgement, often using analyses
of simple models, is required to discov-
er the optimum solution rapidly and in-
expensively.

Appendices 17-1 and 17-2 present
information on two computer programs
used for.the analysis of transverse
propeller shafting vibration.

Conduct Superstructure Modal Analysis -
[BOX 18]

In addition to substr”ct”res of the
shafting and machinery spaces, it is de-
sirable to make a study of the super-
structure as a subsystem since reso-
nances in this region are a freguent
cause of vibration troubles. Finite
element methods are generally most suit-
able for modeling this structure by con-
sidering it to be attached to a rigid
strength deck. With the high superstruc-
tures common on container ships and very
long ships, some superstructures vibrate
fore and aft as a cantilever beam. On
others the decks vibrate symmetrically
within the sides, while on still others
the decks vibrate anti-symmetrically
(port up, starboard down) so that the
finite element model should not be too
coarse to suitably represent the com-
plexity of possible modes. Clearly the
most suitable programs for these analy-
ses are finite element programs.

It may be desirable to make sub-
structural studies of other portions of
the ship such as the rudder born subsys-
tem or systems involving stern crane or
elevator carriers. It might also be de-
sirable to combine two or more smaller
subsystems. For example, the lateral
shaft and substructure subsystem can be
connected to the longitudinal shaft and
machinery space subsystem to form a lar-
ger combined subsystem.

When the subsystems have been de-
signed so that it is expected that they
will be free of vibration resonances, it
is time to make a vibration analysis of
the complete ship. This analysis of the
full ship fulfills two important func-
tions:

1. It checks and confirms the validity
of the boundaries assumed for the
substructures.

2. By modelinq the ship as a whole, it
is possible, with the proper damp-
ing, to predict the vibration lev-
els in all parts of the ship as a
function of frequency. Comparing
these predictions with established
acceptable levels allows an assess-
ment of acceptability of the ship
a,ta point in construction where
corrections and changes to overcome
serious difficulties can be deter-
mined and incorporated in the de-
siqn.

Assemble Model of Entire Ship and Deter-
mine Vibration ?unplitudes and Stress
Levels of the Compl ete Ship - [Boxes 20
and 21]

Reference (8) indicates that under
some conditions the complete ship may be
satisfactorily modeled as a beam struc-
ture Uslncj a TunosnenKO Beam as a base.
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For vertical vibration the ship may be
modeled as parallel beams elastically
connected and carrying sprung weights.
For lateral vibrations the bending is
strongly coupled with torsion, and so a
coupled model is required. Strictly
speaking, the vertical bending should be
coupled with axial vibration of the ship,
and this is probably advisable if the
blade frequency approaches an estimated
longitudinal frequency of the ship.

Nhere these conditions cannot be
met, it is necessary to model the ship
by finite element methods in order to
obtain reliable estimates of response.

Although heavy vibrations of twice
and three times blade frequency can be
measured on ships, the methods of analy-
sis that are presented in this paper are
feasible only for the range of the fun-
damental blade frequency, except for un-
usual cases.

As an example of a ship modeled in
terms of beams, consider Figure 2, an
uncoupled vertical vibration model, and
Figure 3, a coupled lateral-torsional
vibration model. A finite element model
for half a shiD (because of svmmetrv.
only half need”be represented is siiwn
in Figures 4 and 5.

For the analysis of structures as
complex as shown in Figures 2 and 3, the
computer program GBRP (General Bending
Response Program) developed at the Naval
Ship Research and Development Center (27)
should be used. In the analysis of the
ship hull, it can treat vertical as well
as coupled lateral-torsional vibration.
These capabilities and other features of
the program are described in Appendix
20-1.

To define the elastic properties of
the strwcture, it is necessary to define
the cross-sectional elastic properties.
A program and procedure for computing

I
Y

1=

1
yz

A

KXZA

KxYA

Jx

z

(Moment of inertia about trans-
verse axis)

(Moment of inertia about vertical
axis )

(Product of inertia relative to
horizontal and vertical axes)

(Cross-sectional area)

(Shear area constant vertical
plane]

(Shear area constant transverse
plane)

(Torsional area constant about
longitudinal axis )

(Vertical coordinate of the
neutral axis)

? (Transverse Coordinate of neu-
tral axis)

y’, z’ (COOrdinates of tbe shear center
of the section)

is given in Reference (28). ‘This pro-
gram calculate.s the equivalent beam pa-
rameters for the ship section properties
using data tabulations obtained from
hull plans by a preestablished orderly
procedure.

U.S. Steel Engineers and Consul-
tants, Inc. , developed a program that
represents a ship as a beam on an elas-
tic foundation. Information on this
program is given in Appendix 20-2.
Other vibration programs based upn mod-
eling the hull as beams have been devel-
oped by Lloyd’s Registry of Shipping and
by Dr. Ing. E. Metzmeier of the Institut
ftirSchiffstechnik in Berlin, Federal
Republic of Germany. These programs
are briefly described in Appendix 20-3.

The factors that enter into the
choice of the number and location of the
subdivisions of the hull structwe are
considered in Reference (8). The advan-
tage of representing a ship by a beam
model is that the computer analysis is
more direct and more easily interpreted
and is considerably less expensive than
that with a finite element analysis for
a structure that is as well defined.
Tbe disadvantages are that for many ship
vibration problems, particularly where
the decks are open so that tbe vibration
across the width of tbe ship is impor-
tant, the beam representation of the
ship is inadequate and a finite element
process is required for satisfactory
modeling.

The use of finite element methods
for predicting ship vibrations is becom-
ing widespread. Some organizations have
developed finite element programs spe-
cifically for shiD aDDlicatiOns. Amoncl
these sh&ld be m&ti&ed SESAM-69 (AP:
pendix 2O-3) developed by Det norske
Veritas, the Norwegian classification
society (29), and DASH (Appendix 20-3)
developed by the Netherlands Ship Re-
search Center. Bureau Veritas, the
French classification society, has made
many finite element analyses of ship
structures. They do not supply informa-
tion on the characteristics of their
program.

The Electric Boat Division of Gen-
eral Dvnamics Corporation develoued and
maintains a finit; element compu~er pro-
gram GENSAM for use on submarine vibra-
tion problems. Information on this is 1’
presented in Appendix 20-3.

Since the cost of developing, main-
taining, and updating a large finite
element computer program is high, it is
common to apply general purpose computer
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programs to ship vibration problems. In vidual basis. A special appreciation is
particular, NASTPim is used by Lloyd’s, extended to the Ship wearch c!a!rnit~
the American Bureau of Shipping, Little- which has offered many valuable cournents
ton Research and Engineering Corporation, and s“qqestions throughout the conduct
and probably by other organizations. of the project associated “ith this pa-
This program was developed for the anal-- per.
vsis of larae structures and readilv aD-
~lies to ships. It is being contin~aliy REFERENCES
updated to improve the representation of
structural elements and the processing 1.
efficiency. Since ship applications
constitute only a small part of NASTRAN
usage, the program does not contain a
subroutine for determining an added mass
matrix associated with the entrained wa- 2.
ter. Because it was developed for large
projects, NASTBAN carries high o“erhead
structure. Most ship finite element
studies involve models that are large 3.
enough to benefit from the generality
provided by the overhead, but for many
small studies that will not later be in-
corporated in the large model, it may be 4.
desirable to use other finite element
programs such as STA5DYNE, AN5y5, fmRc,
STRUDL, or SAP.

5.
SUMMARY

This paper has shown that there are
many computer programs available for
predicting the loading and response of
a ship due to propeller-induced excita- 6.
tions. The choice of a particular pro-
gram is largely a matter of availability,
user experience, and degree of sophisti-
cation desired in the analysis.

For the most part, the present pro- 7.
grams can adequately predict the exci-
tation and response, with the exception
being in the analytical prediction of
cavitation pressures on the hull sur- 8.
face. Unfortunately, these cavitation
effects can be significant, and contin-
ued research in this area is required.

In the area of overall design phi- 9.
losophy, there seems to be some reluc-
tance on the part of shipbuilders to
fully employ the analytical techniques 10.
available or on the part of shipowners
to insist that the techniques be used to
minimize vibrations in the design stage. 11.
These analytical procedures must be uti-
lized on a routine basis with a feedback
mechanism to compare measured and pre-
dicted calculations and response so
their accuracy can be evaluated and, if
necessary, improved. Only through a 12.
logical design process can ships be con-
sistently built which possess acceptable
vibration characteristics.
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APPENDIX 4-1. LONGITUDINAL VIBBATION
OF SHAFTING, 1

Program Developed and Used by Littleton
Research and Engineering Corporation

Output Information

A plot of natural frequency of the
shafting system as a function of the
stiffness of the thrust bearing and its
foundation. Alternatively, if the
thrust bearing stiffness is known, the
variable may be the foundation stiff-
ness.

Input Information

1. Shafting arrangement, diameters,
and lengths.

2. Propeller mass, diameter, number
of blades, pitch, and developed
area ratio (or mean width ratio) .

Basis for Calculation

The propeller is represented by its
weight and the weight of entrained water
as given by Lewis and Auslaender. The
shaft is represented by a distributed
mass and elasticity. The gearing and
turbines forward of the thrust bearing
are not included.

This is a proprietary program not
developed for general distribution.

APPENDIX 6-1. PROPELLER MEAN AND
VIBBATORY FORCES PROGRAM

Program Developed by Davidson Labora-
tory, Stevens Institute of Technology,
under U.S. Navy contracts; “idely used.

Output Information

1. Steady and time-dependent blade
loading distribution at multiples
of shaft frequency.

2. Mean and blade-frequency force and
moment components in coefficient
form for:

(a) Thrust/on2d4

(b) Torque/pn2d5

(c) Transverse force/pn2d4

[d) Vertical force/on2d4

(e) Transverse bending moment/
~n2d5

(f) Vertical bending moment/on2d5

where

o = fluid density
n . propeller rpm

d = propeller diameter

3. Blade bending moments about the
pitch line at various radial posi-
t+ons and for various orders of ex-
citation.

4. Information for the study of cavi-
tation inception.

5. Information for tbe study of blade
stress analysis which is performed
by utilizing the STARDYNE-CDC finite
element computer program.

Input Information

1. The propeller blade geometry.

2. The Fourier components of the spa-
tial variation of the axial and tan-
gential components of the wake.

Basis for Calculation

The program uses unsteady lifting-
surface theory and takes into considera-
tion all the relevant propeller qeometry
and the spatial nonuniformity of the in-
flow field.

The program is available through
Davidson Laboratory for $6,000. See Ref-
erence (14).

APPENDIX 6-2. HAPMONIC FORCES AND MO-
NENTS GENERATED BY A PROPELLER IN NON-
UNIFORM FLOW

Program Developed and Used by Littleton
Research and Engineering Corporation

Output Information

1. Magnitude and phase of the three
components of harmonic propeller
force and the three components of
harmonic propel ler moment.

2. The steady vertical and horizontal
forces and moments arising from
first-order “ake action (thrust
offset) .

Input Information

1. Propeller dra”ing.

The propeller drawing should show
the following information: prOpel -
ler diameter, hub diameter, rake,
number of blades and propeller ma-
terial; the variation with radius of
chord, skewback, and pitch; propel-
ler sections at several radii sho”-
inq the variation of thickness along
the chord. For propellers designed
in Europe, the “ariation with radius
of the distance from the reference
line to the leading edge, trailing
edge, and point of maximum thickness
is acceptable in place of the vari-
ation of chord and skewback.
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2. Ship speed and corresponding shaft
rpm.

3. Wake as measured in a model test.

The results of a harmonic analysis
of the measured wake are required.
If the harmonic analysis results
are not available, the mess.”red in-
flow velocities specified at sev-
eral points along the radius and at
frequent POints around the circum-
ference are acceptable, and a har-
monic analysis will be performed.

If a measured wake is not avail.
able, it can be inferred from the
available wakes of other ships.

Basis for Calculations

Propeller forces are determined by
lifting line theory. This is much less
complex than tbe Davidson Laboratory
lifting surface theory, but is consid-
ered adequate in view of uncertainties
in the wake and the wide variation in
service wake due to ship motions and
sea action.

The main reason for continuing to
use the lifting line theory calculation
is that it is the basis for the predic-
tions Of hull pressure and hull force S

(see Appendix 7-1) .

This is a proprietary proqram not
developed for general distribution.

APPENDIX 6-3. CALCULATION OF STEADY
AND HARNONIC PROPELLER FORCES

Computer Program used by tbe American
Bureau of Shipping

Output Information

1. Mean and blade-frequency ccunpo-
nents of the three forces and
three moments acting on the pro-
peller.

2. Time-”aryin.g blade pressure dis-
tribution at each wake harmonic .

Input Information

1. Propeller blade geometry.

2. Fourier coefficients of the spa-
tial variation of the axial and
tangential components of wake.

Basis of Calculation

The program employs an extended
version of unsteady lifting line theory
as developed by Dr. Neal A. BrCIWnat
MIT (15). The extension includes the
effects of propeller skew, which were
not treated in the original theory.
The results of this program are used as
partial input to the ,,s”rfaceForce,s

program described in Appendix 7-3.

APPENDIX 6-4. HARNONIC FoRcEs AND MO_
MENTS GENERATED BY A PROPELLER IN NON-
UNIFORM FLOW

A Computer Program under Development at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology by
prOfessOr Justin E. Ker”in, Department
of ocean Engineering

The program represents the propel-
ler blade by grid points distributed
over tbe surface and the wake spatially
defined (cylindrical coordinates) in
three directions : longitudinal, tangen-
tial, and radial. A distribution of ~or.
ticity is assumed over the surface, and
by successive iteration is refined to be
compatible with the boundary of the pro-
peller surface and the laws of hydrody-
namics, Kel”in, s theorem, and the Kutta
requirement for flow Continuity at the
trailing edge.

This discrete element approach ap-
pears to offer a number of advantages as
a starting point for the computation of
unsteady, partially cavitating flo”s:

(a) It is capable of yielding accurate
predictions of mean loading, both
at design and off-design conditions.

(b) Being a numerical procedure, blade
geometry can be incorporated exact-
ly so that propellers with larqe
skew, rake, and varying pitch dis-
tribution can be accommodated. This
is considered essential, since it
is through the variation of these
parameters that optimum propeller
designs can be evolved.

(c) Since the procedure includes all
three components of induced veloc-
ity, there is no particular problem
in including tangential and radial
wake field components.

(d) since no loading mode functions are
employed, the modifications ulti-
mately required to include the cav-
ities would appear to be feasible.
Source elements presently included
to represent blade thickness can
assume the further role of repre-
senting the cavity volume.

(e) A discrete element method lends it-
self naturally to a step-by-step
domain solution, which is also es-
sential for the subsequent incl”-
sion of unsteady cavitation.

The procedures are still under de-
velopment, but have been applied to spe-
cific cases with good results. See Ref-
erences (16) and (30).

I
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APPENDIX 6-5. HARMONIC FORCES AND MO-
XSNTS GENESATED BY A PROPELLER IN NON-
‘~lFORM FLJ3W

Computer Program Developed and Used by
the Admiralty Research Laboratory, Ted-
dington, England

Output Information

1. The input data.

2. If wakes are given as velocity
measurements, the harmonic values
are printed (to the 71 harmonic ).
If given as Fourier components,
these are listed.

3. The contribution to thrust, torque,
vertical and horizontal forces, and
moments from each specified radial
section.

4. The integrated thr”str torque,
horizontal and vertical forces,
and moments fox multiples of blade
rate harmonics.

Input Information

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Shaft speed.

Propeller geometry, including skew,
chord length, blade pitch angle at
specific radii.

Wake, either in Fourier series,
amplitude-plus-phase form, or as
equally spaced measurements of
wake at the radii where the pro-
peller geometry information is
given. Only axial or both axial
and tangential wakes may be speci-
fied.

Calculations can be r“n for S“C_
cessive skew values.

Input radii may vary from 4 to 14.

As many as 20 skew configurations
may be determined.

As many as 140 harmonics of the
blade frequency forces may be cal-
culated, but generally the number
is limited to 10.

As many as 100 wake harmonics and
200 wake measurements per radius
may be input.

Basis for Calculation

The calculation of the fluctuating
forces on a propeller falls into three
parts. The first part is the calcula-
tion of the variation of the inflow ve-
locity to the blades; the next stage
involves the calculation of the fluctu-
ating lift-distribution on a section of
blade associated “ith this fluctuating
inflo”; the final stage is the calcula -

tiOn of the propeller forces a“d ~Oment S .
The calculation of the fluctuating lift
is based on two-dimensional unsteady air-
foil theory. It ignores blade-to-blade
interaction and the “ariation with radius
of the “ario”s significant parameters .
These approximations “ould be “accepta-
ble for predicting the steady lift, but
are acceptable for the unsteady lift,
probably overestimating the lift. See
Reference (17).

APPENDIx 7-1. CALCULAT1 ON OF HARMONIC
FORCES AND MONENTS ON THE HULL GENERATED
BY PROPELLER ACTION

Program Ueveloped and used by Littleton
Research and Engineering Corporation

OUtput Information

1. The harmonic hull surface pressure
at blade beat frequency generated
by the loaded, noncavitatinq prO-
peller in the region of the propel-
ler (generally at grid points cor-
responding to underwater intersec-
tions of buttocks and frames within
4 diameters of the propeller) .

2. By integration of the abo”e, the
blade frequency harmonic hull
forces and moments acting on the
hull because of noncavitating pro-
peller action.

Input Information

1. The computed propeller 1ift distr i-
bution along the propeller blade
(see Appendix 6-2).

2. The geometry of the propeller.

3. The hull coordinates at the points
of pressure determination.

Basis for Calculation

The free-field pressures (i.e., the
pressures that would exist in open water
if the hull “ere not present) are calcu-
lated at each hull grid point due to (1)
the loading on the propeller blades (as-
sumed to be concentrated at the forward
quarter point of the blade chord) , (2)
the thickness of the propeller blade.
The sum of these two pressures, in their
proper phase, is multiplied by 2 to give
the reported pressure cm the hull sur-
face. The pressure from a harmonically
varying force having x, y, and z compo-
nents involves the distance from the
point to the location of the force.
Substituting steady and harmonic forces
and distances as a function of shaft
angle yields values of the pressure.
The result ing equations invol”e a series
which under certain conditions con”erges
slowly . originally only a fe” terms
were developed. More recently the gen-
eral term has been de”eloped, allowing
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sufficient terms to assure convergence.
This results in pressures that corres-
pond to measured values. The integra-
tion for blade thickness is similar.
If the cavitation volume on the blade
could be defined by a Fourier sexies,
the same process could be applied.
This has not yet been done.

This is a proprietary program not
developed for general distribution.
See Reference (13).

APPENDIX 7-2. CALCULATION OF STEADY
AND HARMONIC PRESSURE FIELDS GENERATED
BY A NONCAVITATING PROPELLER

Program Developed by Davidson Labora-
tory, Stevens Institute of Technology,
Under U.S. Navy Contracts

Output Information

This program furnishes the steady
and harmonic components of the pressure
field qenerated by a none.s.vitatinashi~
propelier operati;g in a spatiall~ var~
iable inflow.

Input Information

1. The propeller blade geometry.

2. The Fourier components of the spa-
tial variation of the axial and
tangential components of the wake.

3. The spatial location of the points
where tbe pressures are desired.

4. The steady and time-dependent blade
loading distribution at multiples
of any shaft frequency as produced
by the program described in Appen-
dix 6-1.

Basis for Calculation

This program is a continuation of
the one described in Appendix 6-1 and
requires data generated in that program.
It is available through Davidson Labor-
atory for $5,000. See Reference (31).

APPENDIX 7-3. mCUUTION oF pROPELLER-
INDUCED HULL SURFACE FORCES

Program Developed and Used by Professor
William S. Vorus (University of Michi-
gan) and tbe American B“rea” of Shipping

Output Information

This program computes all compo-
nents of tbe hull force and moment at
multiples of tbe propeller blade rates.
(In general, the vertical force compo-
nent is the only one desired. )

Input Information

1. Propeller geometry.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Wake distribution.

Stern lines and coordinates describ-
ing the sectional geometry of ap-
proximately tbe aft one-third of
the ship.

Time-dependent geometry of propel-
ler cavitation effects (optional) .

Time-varying blade pressure distri-
bution at each wake harmonic (out-
put from program described in Appen-
dix 6-3) .

Basis of Calculation

This program employs the method pre-
sented by Professor William s. vorvs in
Reference (19). The conventional proced-
ure of evaluating the hull forces is to
integrate the propeller-generated pres-
sures over the hull surface. These pres-
sures are due to diffraction of tbe pro-
peller-induced water flow by the hull.
The diffraction problem and hence the
pressure integration difficulties are
avoided in the analysis and computer pro-
gram by utilizing a special application
of Green’s Theorem.

APPENDIX 14-1. IQNGITUDINAL AND TOR-
SIONAL SRAFTING VIBRATIONS

Program Used by Maritime Administration

Number and/or Name

.,~-g+oz

Category (s)

..~”~~

**Shafting Calculations

Descriptive Proqram Title

**Shaft Vibrational Analysis
**Using Holzer Method

Source Activity

**Office of Ship Construction
**Maritime &dmini~tratiQn

**Washington, D.C.

Engineer (s) Name-Code-Phone

**Richard Siebert, 721.21, 254-7048

Programmer Name-Code-Phone ,.

**ff&v~~~

Program Status

.*prodUctiOn

Classification (Security)

**Restricted - NAVSEC Program
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Programing Language

* *~~~~RAw ~“

Computer Type Used

**~ont=o~ ~a~~

special Hardware

,.~o~~

6600

Special Software/OperatiOn

**None

Program size-Source Deck Cards

**~~~

Program Size-Object Core Words

**c~~oo~o oc~a~ wor~~

Average Running Time (Min)

**1.57

Program Availability

,*septe”ber 1970

Documentation Status

**informal - Complete (15 pages)

Program Abstract

This program calculates torsional
and longitudinal critical vibration
frequencies using the Holzer Method. It
was originally developed by NAVSEC for
the IBM-7090 and subsequently converted
to the CDC-6600 by the Maritime Adminis-
tration. Double precision requirements
were eliminated. Input requires hand
calculation of all masses, inertias, and
stiffness factors for each component in
the turbine-gear-sha ft-propeller system.
Damping faCtors are not included in the
calculation. Output consists of criti-
cal frequencies in CPS and RPM for var-
ious numbers of blades.

APPENDIX 14-2. LONGITUDINAL SHAFTING
VIBRATIONS

Program Used by J. J. McMullen Associ-
ates, Inc.

Number and/or Name

**~_~-121J*

Category(s)

**Machinery
**Shafting and Bearing calculations

Source Activity

**John J. McMullen Associates, Inc.

**one WOrld Trade center-Suite 3047

**New York, New York 10048

Enqineer (s) Name-Code-Phone

**Engineering Division

Program Status

**prOd*cti~n

Classification (Security)

**unc~a~~ified

Progranuning Language

●*~o~TRAw Iv

Computer Type Used

**IBM 3613/40and IBM 1~30

Documentation Status

..lnforma I _ user Is Guide

Program Abstract

Lumped mass system, using ,,level,,
effect. Text description found in NSROC
Report 3358, September 1970. Computes
frequencies up to four modes.

APPENDIX 14-3. LONGITUDINAL AND TOR-
SIONAL SHAFTING VIBSATIONS

Program Used by Newport News Shipbuilding
and Drydock Company

Nuder and/or Name

,,F-o-0~6 9.5.0251 FORCE VIB

Category (s)

**Machinery
**shafting and Bearing Calculations

Descriptive Program Title

**~ng itudinal and TorSional Vibra-

tion in Propulsion Shafting Sys-
tems

Source Activity

**Newport NeWS shipbuilding and

Drydock Company
**Technical systems Division
**4101 Washington Avenue, Newport
News, Virginia 23607
(804) 247-7500

Engineer (s) Name-Code-Phone

**A. S. Pototzky

Programmer Name-Code-Phone

**F. E. Siegel
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Program Status

**Active prOdUCt iOn

Classification (Security)

**Unc~a S=ified

Programming Language

**~~~~~~ ~“

Computer Type Used

●*Honeywell 6080

Program Availability

●*Not Available for General Dis-
tribut ion

Documentation Status

**Incomplete

Program Abstract

FORCE VIB is a computer program to
calculate the steady state longitudinal
or torsional vibratory response of
brancbed shafting systems, such as pro-
pulsion systems. Tbe system may have a
maximum of 35 elements consisting of
masses, dampers, and springs, all with
only one degree of freedom. The masses
and springs may be lumped or distribut-
ed, and the dampers nay be viscous cm
solid. The program uses the mechanical
impedance method to calculate displace-
ments, forces, and phase angles, which
may all be frequently dependent. The
program also allow the varying of val-
ues to conduct parametric studies.

APPENDIX 14-4. LONGITUDINAL VIBP.ATION
OF SHAFTING, 11

Program Developed and Used by Littleton
Research and Engineering Corporation

Output Information

1. A plot of the blade order harmonic
force at the thIust bearing as a
function of rpm.

2. A plot of the amplitudes of axial
motion at the propeller and at the
thrust bearing as a function of
r~.

3. Tabular data for abo”e.

Input lnforu@tion

1. Shafting arrangement, diameters,
and Lengths.

2. Propeller mass, diameter, number
of blades, pitch, and de”eloped
area ratio (or mean “idth ratio) .

3. Harmonic thrust (can be determined by
program described in Appendix 6-2) .

4. The stiffness of the thrust bearing
and its foundat ion.

5. Reduction gear weight.

Basis for Calculation

The propeller is represented by its
mass plus entrained water and damping,
estimated by Le”is and Auslaender Vs rec-
ommendations.

The shaft is represented by a dis-
tributed mass and elasticity and is as-
sumed to ha”e a hysteretic damping (nom-
inally 4%) .

The thrust bearing is represented
as a concentrated mass elastically con-
nected to a rigid hull.

This is a proprietary program not
developed for general distr ibntion.

APPENDIX 17-1. TRAfisvERsE RE5PONSE OF
A BEAN

Program Used by Newport News Shipbuilding
and Drydock Company

Number and/or Name

**A-12-00 9.5.0301 Beam vibration

Category(s)

**Conceptual Design
**Ship Vibrations

Descriptive ProgrAm Title

**Vibration Analysis of Beams

Source Activity

*.Newprt News Shipbuilding and
Drydock Company

*●Production computer systems
Division

**4101 Washington Avenue, Newport
News, Virginia 23607
[804) 247-7500

Program Status

,*prOductiOn use

Classification (Security)

**Unc~a~Sified

PK091aUUfIin9Language

**FOXTRAN V

Computer Type Used

**~on~ywell 6080
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Special Hardware

*.~one

Program Availability

**Nok Avai~ab~e fO~ General Di~_

tribution

Program Abstract

Computes the steady-state trans-
verse vibratory response of a beam with
any number of intermediate flexible sup-
ports, with generalized end conditions,
section properties, and loading.

APPENDIX 17-2. TRANSVERSE V1BRATION OF
SHAFTING AND PROPELLER

Program Developed and Used by Littleton
Research and Engineering Corporation

Output Information

1. Plots of bearing forces, in two
normal directions, as a function
of frequency.

2. Plots of shaft motions, in two
normal directions, as a function
of frequency, at the propeller
and at other critical locations.

3. Plots of the shaft deflection
curves at each natural frequency
within the operating speed.

4. Plots of the steady plus harmonic
bending moments in the shaft of
the aftemnost bearing.

5. Computer tables for above.

Input Information

1. Shafting arrangement, diameters,
and lengths.

2. Propeller weight and moment of in-
ertia about its rotation axis, di-
ameter, number of blades, pitch,
and developed area ratio.

3. Stiffness or flexibility matrices
for each bearing about axes per-
pendicular to the axis of rotation
(force and rotation ).

4. Horizontal and vertical harmonic
forces and moments, and the steady
thrust (can be determined by the
program described in Appendix 6-2) .

Basis for Calculations

The propeller is represented by
its mass, its entrained water, its mo-
ment of inertia about the rotational
axis, its moment of inertia about an
axis perpendicular to the rotational
axis, the moment of inertia of its en-

trained water, and tbe hydrodynamic damp-
ing in its several modes of motion.

The shaft is represented as a series
of uniform beams having distributed mass
and bending stiffness and hysteretic
damping.

The bearings are represented by
their stiffness in translation in two di-
rections mutually perpendicular to the
shaft axis and by their stiffness in ro-
tation about the same two axes. The
bearings are assumed to bend with the
shaft; however, where there is flexibil-
ityy between shaft and bearing, e .g., rub-
ber staves, this flexibility, lateral
and angular, is incorporated in the strut
matrix. It is generally acceptable to
terminate the shaft at the after inboard
lineshaft bearing.

The program computes the vibration
in terms of coupled properties in the
horizontal and vertical directions. It
includes the influence of the steady
thrust (small effect) , but not that of
the steady torque (very small) .

This is a proprietary program not
developed for general distribution.

APPENDIX 20-1. GENERAL BENDING RESPONSE
PROGRAN

Program Developed and Used by Naval ship
Research and Development CenteX

e

**GBRp

Category (s)

**L~t~ra~ , Longitudinal, and Tor-
sional Beam ~ibrations

**Bending coupled with Torsional
Beam Vibrations

**Whirling Vibrations of PrOPeller
Shafts

Descriptive Program Title

**GeneraL Bending ~~sponse program

Bource Activity

*.NavaI Ship R~~~~r~h ~~d Develop-

ment Center
**Bethesda, Maryland 200S4

Engineer (s)

**f.fi~hae~
●*Franci~

Program Status

E. Golden
M. Henderson

* ,Active prOdUct iOn
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Classification (Security)

**unc~a~~ified

Programming Language

*.p~~~~ ~“

Computer Type Used

**CDC ~~~~ SerieS

Output Plotting

..~~ ~~~~ p~o~~

Special Software/OperatiOn

**overlays for Program Subroutines
.*Open Core tO optimize stora9e

Program Availability

**Availability for General Distri-
bution through Da”id Taylor Naval
Ship Research and Development
Center

Documentation

**Complete

Program Abstract

The General Bending Response Pro-
gram (GBRP) consists of the union of
three programs: General Bending Re-
s~nse COde 1 (GBRC1) for lateral,
longitudinal, and torsional vibrations;
GBRC2 for vibrations involving bending
coupled with torsion; and GBRC3 for
whirling vibrations of propeller shafts.
The latter two codes resulted from an
extended application of the mathemati-
cal model used in the first code. The
program formulates the finite difference
equations which approximate the boun-
dary-value problem representing the
steady-state motion of a vibrating non-
uniform mass-spring system such as a
ship hull or shafting in bending. The
program calculates natural frequencies
and mode shapes and the response to
specified harmonic driving forces and
moments. The program can represent a
ship hull connected elastically to other
systems such as the propulsion system
and to sprung masses. Longitudinal or
torsional vibration problems can also
be solved by dividing each beam into
sections connected by springs, thus re-
ducing the model to a mass-spring sys-
tem. See Reference (27) .

APPENDIX 20-2. SHIP HULL VIBRATORY
RESPONSE

Program Used by USS Engineers and con-
sultants, Inc.

Number and/or Name

**A-~2-~~~ s~~”~

Category (s)

**Conceptual Design
**Ship Vibrations

Descriptive Program Title

**Siin”lated Ship-Hull vibration

Source Activity

n.USS Engineers and consultants,
lnc .

**fjo~Gr~~t st~e~t
**Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

Engineer (s) Name-Code-Phone

**F. Ronald Griffith
(412) 433-6517

Program Status

**prOd~ction

Classification (Security)

**rJnC~aSSified

Programing Language

**FoR~~~ Iv

Computer Type used

**I-DC 6500

Special Hardware

**N~ne

Special Software/Operation

**None

Program Size-Source Deck cards

**4,000 cards

Proyran Size-Object Core Words

*,I~oK oct=l WOrdS

Average Running Time (Min)

**3 Mi*”te~

Program Availability

**Time Sharing Service
Call F. R. Griffith

cost—

**Negotiable
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Documentation Status

**Informal complete

Program Abstract

The purpose of SHRVS is the accu-
rate prediction of the vibratory I-e-
sponse of a ship hull to either steady-
State or transient loads applied in the
vertical centerline plane of the hull.
Factors considered include cargo dis-
tribution, bulkhead location, machinery
space location, as well as the flexural
and shear stiffness of the main-hull
girder and of the double-bottom struc-
ture. See Reference (32).
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